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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is an interesting case that Legionella pneumophila is real in causing pleural
empyema; however, I have a few comments before it can be accepted for publication. 1.
To diagnose suspected tiuberculosis, SPOT test can be helpful. 2. Why not drawn
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pleaural fluid repeatedly if the volume is increasing. The quality of the fluid is also
changing to become purulent. 3. Why did you change the antibiotics after thoracentesis?
4. Why the patients condition deteriorate progressively after surgery when the purulent
fluid was removed? Typically, sepsis can be more easily controlled if the surgical site
of infection was drainged. Are there large transfusion or fluid loading during operation?
Which can cause fluid overload. Large volume transfusion may cause acute lung injury.
5. What is the sensitive test for the bacteria? Which antibiotics did it sensitive to? If it was
sensitive to the antibiotics that had been used, the infection may not be the cause of his
death. 6. Suggest to report the SOFA score sequentially (to create a time line) with
reference to the use of antibiotics, surgery and other important treatment strategy; this
may provide hints to why the condition deteriorates. 7. Also need to consider why the
patient get infected by the Legionella pneumophila. Some risk factors? 8. In the
conclusion section, the statement “pleural empyema of unknown cause” need to be
defined. Like the definition for fever of unknown orign (FUO), there is specific
diagnostic workup for the condition. So what did you mean by “pleural empyema of
unknown cause”?

9. Need several lines of discussion on the treatment of sepsis, cite a

reference is helpful (AME evidence series 001-The Society for Translational Medicine:
clinical practice guidelines for diagnosis and early identification of sepsis in the hospital.
http://jtd.amegroups.com/article/view/8815/html).
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I understand that the infection is rare and diagnosis takes time. In a situation like this,
with patients having multiple risk factors, there can always be a debate about the choice
of initial antibiotics therapy. Is there a chance of a super infection or a co-infection with
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another microbial entity causing empyema?
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